ACCELERATE DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION WITH INFRASTRUCTURE AUTOMATION AT SCALE

Technology is moving fast. To maximize profits, productivity, and innovation, organizations need to develop, test, and deploy quickly to meet market demands. Often though, the complex environments that support business-critical applications are time-consuming and expensive to configure.

Quali provides the leading platform for Infrastructure Automation at Scale. Global 2000 enterprises and innovators everywhere rely on Quali’s award-winning CloudShell platform to create self-service, on-demand automation solutions that increase engineering productivity, cut cloud costs, and optimize infrastructure utilization.

SCALABLE INFRASTRUCTURE AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS FOR

- Lab as a Service
- Test Environments as a Service
- Enterprise DevOps
- Sales Demo/Virtual PoCs
- Cyber Range Environments
- Single Tenant SaaS

DISCOVER THE AWARD-Winning CLOUDSHELL PLATFORM CLOUDSHELL PRO

CloudShell Pro is the leading platform for delivering Infrastructure Automation at Scale for complex on-premise, hybrid and cloud environments. IT leaders and innovators around the world trust Quali to enable self-service environment provisioning and automated decommissioning to streamline the development, testing, and certification of various technologies into production environments.

CLOUDSHELL COLONY

CloudShell Colony is a SaaS Environment as a Service platform connecting to your organization’s AWS, Azure, and Kubernetes cloud accounts to simplify and scale environment provisioning and deployment throughout the development and release pipeline—from dev & test to production—while keeping cost, security, and compliance under control.

Proven

$13M in Opex Savings

Complete

100% Cloud Usage Visibility and Control

Proven

35% Shorter Sales Cycles

Up to

20X Faster Certification Cycle

Immediate

25% Productivity Lift
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TRUSTED BY GLOBAL 500 AND INNOVATORS EVERYWHERE

- Bank of America
- Dell
- CapitalOne
- Cisco
- BMO
- Kaiser Permanente
- Liberty Global
- Microsoft
- Resident
- Tyler Technologies
- Verizon
- Vodafone

THE CLOUDSHELL ADVANTAGE

- Multi-cloud automation and governance
- Simple, self-service UX
- Reusable, modular blueprints
- No technology lock-in
- Cloud cost control
- Enterprise-grade environments, proven in production
- Community-driven, open-source extensions
- Seamless out of the box plug-ins to ecosystem integrations

...Our vision is to help transform enterprise sales and more importantly, how our prospects experience our products for the first time with on-demand, self-service environments. To do that, we’re using Quali CloudShell to build a demo cloud to speed up the enterprise sales cycle...

- Ben Higgins, Technology Integration Manager, Tyler Technologies

Quali has significantly cut down our testing times by allowing us to create and modify complex sandbox environments with just a few simple clicks.

- Network Architect, Kaiser Permanente

The flexibility of CloudShell Colony and AWS has not only allowed us to innovate our solutions faster, but it also allowed us to build on top of the Colony software. Now, our developers can use a Slack integration that we built to reserve the dynamic application environments they need for testing all without the need for our DevOps teams to disclose sensitive passwords. This has resulted in reduced time to market, more productivity, and better visibility into our cloud usage.

- Pavel Eliav, Head of DevOps at Resident
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